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In This Issue 

From the President 
 

 
     One of the benefits of living at 
Cartmel is its proximity to the Univer-
sity of Delaware’s Lifelong Learning 
Institute. I have enjoyed classes in a 
number of subjects, but perhaps the 
most interesting was “A Hike into His-
tory.” 
     Each week, the two women leading 
this program would take the class to a 
different historical site in Pennsylva-
nia, Delaware or Maryland. Some of 
these, such as the Hagley Museum, 

were well known, but most were relatively obscure. 
     Among the latter was the Wilmington Friends Meeting House locat-
ed at 4th and West Streets in a somewhat rundown area of Wilmington. 
The meeting house has been very well maintained and has been rebuilt 
several times since its inception in 1738. 
     The most important person buried in the 
adjoining cemetery is John Dickinson. 
Known as the “Penman of the Revolution,” 
Dickinson was a prominent Quaker who 
drafted many of the documents leading up 
to the Declaration of Independence. Al-
though he refused to sign the declaration 
because he objected to violence as a means 
of settling the dispute with England, he 
became an important officer in the Revolu-
tionary Army. 
     Later, Dickinson was the 5th President 
of Pennsylvania from 1782 to 1785, and 
also President of Delaware. Dickinson College was first named John and 
Mary’s College in honor of him and his wife, and later renamed Dickin-
son College. The Dickinsons contributed 500 acres to the college. 
     It was interesting to learn that, despite his important background, 

Dickinson’s final resting place is now under a thick layer of asphalt on a 
street bordering the burial ground. 
 

Ferd Thun 
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   Restaurant Review 
  

     Verbena BYOB is the latest chef-owned-and-
operated restaurant to open in Kennett Square, on the 
site which was formerly Madera Bistro. Chef Scott 
Morozin is a 39-year-old veteran of the Culinary Insti-
tute of America, and spent a decade working in Phila-
delphia for Steven Starr at Tangerine, Jay Caputo at 
Espuma, and Daniel Stern at Gayle, Mid Atlantic, and 
R2L before opening his own 40 seat place in Kennett 
Square. He offers a seasonally-inspired menu which 
takes advantage of local farms and organic produce 
whenever possible. 
    The menu is limited and may differ from what is on 
the web site. The night we dined there, the menu of-
fered six appetizers, six entrees, and three desserts. Ap-
petizers were priced from $9-$14, mains from $26-$38, 
and desserts $10 each. There is an additional corkage 
fee of $5 per bottle. 
    The rolls (brioche or multigrain) looked great but 
were soggy. The wine glasses provided were shaped for 
white wine, although we had brought red. The quiet 
table we had requested was quiet only until they seated 
a party of six noisy diners next to us, which made con-
versation impossible. No salad of any kind was on the 
menu. Small gaffes, but both the pretension and the 
prices implied a level of perfection we did not perceive. 
    The roasted mushroom soup was delicious. The duck 
gnocchi was an odd mélange of small, dense, flavorless 
buttons of pasta with a formed patty of shredded duck. 
The daily special entree was a large, tender portion of 
rare beef deckle, accompanied by roasted potatoes. 
Both the millefeuille and the panna cotta desserts were 
excellent, and the chocolate four ways option, which 
we did not sample, looked very good, too. 
    Verbena is only open for dinner and is closed on 
Sundays. Parking is on the street, at meters. The ad-
dress is 102 East State Street. Phone is 484-732-7932. 
Reservations are a must, through Open Table. Expect 
to spend a minimum of $50, and as much as $75 per 
person, even though you are bringing your own wine. 
In our opinion, there is still room for fine tuning at Ver-
bena. 
    Respectfully submitted by the restaurant review 
committee. To suggest other restaurants to try, or to 
join in future outings, contact Ellen Strober. 

  
 

 

Attention: We Care 
 

     If you know of someone in our communi-
ty who needs: 

• A get well card 

• A thinking-of-you card 

• An inspiring note 

• A moment to celebrate 
Let us know! 

 
Loretta Knight 
Donna Edwards 
Caring Committee 

 
Thank you!  

 

In Memoriam 

Dorthea Hess Sarr  
“Dottie” 

July 10, 1926 - March 12, 2018  

It's Spring at the Sunflower Shop 
Come see our no-iron linen shirts. 

A "must have." 
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    April's National Poetry 
Month was inaugurated by 
the Academy of American 
Poets in 1996. Over the 

years it has become the largest literary celebration 
in the world, with schools, publishers, libraries, 
booksellers and poets celebrating poetry's vital 
place in our culture. 
     The Cartmel Book Group is celebrating April's 
National Poetry Month by reading selected poems 
by favorite poets, old poets, new poets, and Poets 
Laureate. At the Book Group's May 2nd meeting 
(always the first Wednesday of the month, 2:30 pm 
at the Mott House, Crosslands) we will share some 
poems. We invite all interested (or curious) Cart-
melians to join us (with or without a poem). We 
may have a special guest, a poet herself! 
     Unfortunately, the reading of poetry written by 
U.S. Poet Laureate (2001-2003) Billy Collins at 
Crosslands on March 22nd was cancelled. As a 
slight substitute, here is one of his poems, 
“Forgetfulness”: 

 
The name of the author is the first to go 
followed obediently by the title, the plot, 
the heartbreaking conclusion, the entire novel 
which suddenly becomes one you have never read,  
never even heard of, 

 
as if, one by one, the memories you used to harbor 
decided to retire to the southern hemisphere of the brain,      
to a little fishing village where there are no phones. 
 
Long ago you kissed the names of the nine Muses good-
bye 
and watched the quadratic equation pack its bag, 
and even now as you memorize the order of the planets, 
 
something else is slipping away, a state flower perhaps, 
the address of an uncle, the capital of Paraguay. 
 
Whatever it is you are struggling to remember, 
it is not poised on the tip of your tongue, 
not even lurking in some obscure corner of your spleen. 
 
It has floated away down a dark mythological river 
whose name begins with an L as far as you can recall, 
well on your own way to oblivion where you will join 
those 
who have even forgotten how to swim and how to ride a 
bicycle. 
 
No wonder you rise in the middle of the night 
to look up the date of a famous battle in a book on war. 
No wonder the moon in the window seems to have drifted 
out of a love poem that you used to know by heart.  
 
Billy Collins 

Landscape Committee 
 

     The renovation of the Cartmel buffer to Route 
926, a KCC 2018 Capital Budget item, has begun in 
earnest.  Bartlett Tree Service has completed both 
Phase 1 (the removal of invasive and undesirable 
vegetative growth from the northern bank of Route 
926) and Phase 2 (the evaluation of the white pine 
hedge for health and hazards and remedial pruning). 
Casey Groff, KCC Grounds Supervisor, anticipates 
that his staff will begin the final phase, planting sup-
plemental trees and shrubs to address Route 926 
sight and sound issues, in the fall. Plants will be se-
lected and installed by the KCC grounds crew; how-
ever, residents are encouraged to make suggestions 
to the committee as the planning process moves for-
ward. Current best horticultural practice recom-
mends greater diversity in species selection when 
creating buffers than was common when the White 
Pine hedge was planted so there will be the oppor-
tunity to vary selections according to individual situ-
ations and concerns.  
     The Landscape Committee has been “out and 
about” quite a bit lately. Did you see Landscape 
Committee members wandering in the backyards 
along the Route 926 buffer in December? With the 
co-ordination of Jim Swasey, we joined Dick 
Lighty on March 12 for a hike of the Coniston cam-
pus to understand how our sister community resi-
dents are approaching the implementation of their 
Long Range Plan. Thank you to the ten ambitious 
Cartmelians who joined our Community Pruning 

Project to begin the 
renewal of the Lilac 
hedge at Old Stone on 
Thursday morning, 
March 15. We worked 
for about an hour with 

Martha Stevens, KCC Horticulturalist, and re-
moved the old growth from about half of the hedge. 
We’ll schedule a second Community Project Day by 
early April to complete the work we’ve started. 
We’ll ,miss the lilac blooms this year but next year 
will bring fuller, healthier plants that will have many 
more fragrant flowers. Our April meeting will be a 
tree walk with Casey as we begin to discuss the im-
pacts disease, insects and age are having on our trees 
and the decisions that KCC faces around tree 
maintenance. Don’t be surprised when you see us 
marching from tree to tree in deep conversation. 

Jean Conary 
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Carrot Gazpacho 
 

     In Craig Claiborne's 1961 New York 
Times Cookbook he wrote, “Is there any-
one left who does not know that gazpa-

cho is a liquid salad from Spain?” When our friend 
Tim Dowling prepared a delicious “liquid salad” for 
a starter before a wonderful meal, I decided that I 
needed to know more about gazpacho and share the 
following recipe with you. 
     It is difficult to pinpoint the exact dates when the 
first gazpacho was created. It is known that it existed 
when the Ottomans and Moors arrived in Spain in 
the 8th century. It was a poor man’s cold soup made 
in a mortar with stale bread, olive oil, water, and 
vinegar—if it was obtainable. It was in the 19th cen-
tury with the availability of the tomato that red gaz-
pacho came into being.  Today there are numerous 
choices: gazpacho can be red, orange, green, or 
white. The differences depend on the chosen vegeta-
bles, fruits, or both, but they have similar spices, de-
pending on the recipe. While a cold soup always 
brightens a menu, there is a part of Spain where this 
traditional chilled soup is served hot. 
 
Ingredients for 8 servings of Carrot Gazpacho 
 
2 pounds fresh peeled carrots, medium dice 
2 large cloves garlic, diced 
1 celery rib, medium-dice; 1 yellow bell pepper, me-
dium-dice; and ½ cucumber, peeled, medium-dice 
¼ cup chopped red onion 
6 tablespoons champagne vinegar, 2 teaspoons Dijon 
mustard 
1 teaspoon celery seeds, 1 teaspoon chili flakes 
1-2 cups cold water 
½ cup light olive oil 
Salt 
 

Optional: Edible spring garden flowers (such as na-
sturtiums, pansies, or vegetable flower sprouts) for 

garnish 
 
Ingredients for Corian-
der Crème Fraiche Gar-
nish 
 
1 tablespoon ground 
Coriander seeds 
½ cup Creme Fraiche 
Salt 
 

Preparation/ Method 
 
     Prepare the carrots: fill a large pot with salted 
water and bring to a boil. Cook the carrots in the 
boiling salted water for no more than 2 minutes. 
Strain and let rest in the strainer to cool. (Note: do 
not dunk carrots in ice water, as this will wash off 
some of their flavor.) It is important to barely cook 
the vegetables. The light cooking will give the gaz-
pacho body and texture while retaining all the car-
rots’ nutrients.  
     In a blender or food processor, puree the carrots, 
garlic, celery rib, yellow pepper, cucumber, red on-
ions, champagne vinegar, Dijon mustard, celery 
seeds, and chili flakes, Adjust the speed to medium-
high. Slowly add 1 to 2 cups cold water until the 
desired thickness is achieved. Add the olive oil in a 
steady stream until fully incorporated. Taste and 
season with salt. Mix the crème fraiche with the 
ground coriander seeds, salt to taste and mix to 
blend. Chill for at least 4 hours along with the soup. 
Serve in chilled bowls, add a dollop of the coriander 
crème fraiche and any other topping to the cold gaz-
pacho. 
 

     Enjoy.  
Connie Schappell 

Getting Outdoors! 
 

     An educa-
tional tour of 
Coniston’s 
meadow and 
woods with 
Dick Lighty: 
 
 

(Photograph 
 by 

  Jim Swasey) 
 

 
Pruning the lilacs 
at Old Stone with 
Martha Stevens, 
KCC Horticultur-
alist: 
 

(Photograph  
by  

Steve Conary) 
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Cartmelian or  Cartmellian?  

Take Two. 
 

Dear Mr. Gates, 
     I saw your letter in the Westmorland Gazette and 
it immediately caught my eye. I am a local historian 
and lived for very many happy years on Cartmel 
Fell which had many Quaker connections. George 
Fox preached from a tall stone in Witherslack and 
this is now a 'listed' stone. Later, when he came to 
High Newton, they threw him in the horse trough.  
Cartmel Fell has one of the oldest purpose-built 
Meeting houses, dating from 1677. The bill for its 
building was £106. 9s. 7d. and the detailed list of 
materials is still extant, as is the original indenture 
of its trustees.  It is no longer a Meeting House, but 
until very recently, some friends of ours lived there, 
its rooms virtually unaltered. The burial ground is 
on the opposite side of the road, walled and gated 
with a stone porch. Cartmel village has its own 
Quaker Meeting house, but that is 19th century.  
The wife of the people who bought our farm at 
Cartmel Fell is a member of that meeting. 
     Cartmel and Cartmel Fell are both spelt with one 
L, but lots of people from afar fail to notice this, old 
map-makers too. One spelt it Carpman Fell. I have 
never heard anyone say Cartmellian or seen it spelt, 
but I guess if you only put one L, it becomes Cart-
meelian. 
     I have to point out that only Windermere Way 
can claim to be of Lakeland origin; the other places 
are either in Yorkshire or outside the true Lake dis-
trict, but maybe they too are places of Quaker inter-
est.  Certainly, Ulverston is very close to Swarth-
moor, where George Fox ultimately lived. 
     Cartmel Fell is about seven miles from Cartmel 
at one end and about ten at the far end. It runs down 
the Eastern side of Windermere lake and was prob-
ably the sheep-walk for the priors at Cartmel Pri-
ory, which was dissolved by Henry VIII, but is still 
the Parish Church. 
     I think our Cartmel Fell Local History society 
would be very interested to have a copy of your 
newspaper. Do you have electronic copies? Maybe 
we could subscribe as a society? 
     There have been several histories of the area, 
written by academics or just those who are interest-
ed in all aspects of local life. One of the most inter-
esting to me is The Annals of Cartmel, written by a 
local landowner in the mid nineteenth century, one 
James Stockdale.  He had access to all the papers at 

the Priory and many verbal accounts from his friends 
and acquaintances, plus old papers of his grandfa-
ther's. It is a rag-bag of assorted pieces, but well 
worth reading.  Apparently, James S. used to send 
off sheaves of his notes to his publisher in no partic-
ular order and they were printed like that, ready for 
the next batch.  There are 595 pages! 
     It is worth noting that, on the whole, Quakers and 
their Conformist brethren seemed to get on very well 
here. Some families divided their loyalties, but still 
worked together, some Quakers drafting wills for 
their Church of England cousins for instance and so 
forth. 
     You can probably have a tour around the area on 
Google Earth. 
                  Best wishes, 
                           Jennifer Forsyth 

Can a Hawk Attack My Dog? 
 

     Large hawks and owls are predators, and they do, 
sometimes, attack pets. In the United States a number of 
hawks and owls are large enough to attack a pet, though 
most are unlikely or simply unable to carry a dog or cat 
into the sky with a cartoonish flourish. Great horned 
owls, northern goshawks, and red-tailed hawks are three 
of the most common birds-of-prey to lash at small dogs 
and cats, typically those under 20 pounds. 
     Red-tailed hawks generally eat mice, moles, voles, 
small rabbits and, in warm months, a snake or two. They 
steer clear of people, although they might exhibit threat-
ening behavior in the spring if people come close to their 
nests.   
     Birds of prey do not hunt for sport and they do not 
simply seek to terrorize other animals for fun. When a rap-
tor attacks, it is either seeking food or protecting its territo-
ry, usually around a nesting area. 
     There are some ways to protect a pet from being at-
tacked.  A small dog or cat alone in open space can pose a 
risk.  Birds are less likely to attack when a person or multi-
ple animals are present.  Stay close to your pet when walk-
ing in open fields.  Dogs that are allowed to chase birds are 
less likely to be wary of an approaching raptor, so discour-
age such behavior. Feed pets indoors. A pet that is gulping 
a meal will not be aware of a hunting predator and could 
be more vulnerable to an attack. Untended pet food will 
also attract other animals such as mice, rats, raccoons and 
squirrels that will themselves attract hunting raptors. 
Once a raptor defines an area as a productive hunting 
ground, it will continue to return to that food source, po-
tentially endangering pets. 
     The best thing a pet owner can do to safeguard their 

companions against bird attacks is to be aware of birds in 

the area. 

Pat Mapps 
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     What is an Index? 
 

If you have recently read anything about investing, 
you may have seen the terms “active management” 
and “index” investing. They are very different. 
     An active investment manager selects and ana-
lyzes individual stocks and invests based on that 
information. There may be some limitations be-
cause of the charter of her specific fund (say to in-
vest only in transportation stocks), but whether and 
how much of a specific company’s stock to buy or 
sell is a human’s decision. 
     An index fund owns only the stocks included in 
a specific, publicly available, listing (the Standard 
& Poor 500 is such a listing or index). If an addi-
tional $1 million is invested in an S&P 500 Index 
fund, the fund will take that cash and purchase a 
mathematically precise number of shares of each of 
the 500 stocks. There is no human judgement in-
volved. If the value of the 500 stocks in the S&P 
500 goes up, so will the index fund and, of course, 
the reverse will be true. 
     A decision on how to invest would seem simple: 
Invest in the experienced active manager who must 
be smarter than some computer blindly buying (or 
selling) everything! Unfortunately, a growing body 
of data (index funds have only been around for 30 
years or so) shows that fully 80% of active manag-
ers fail to do better than the index that tracks their 
chosen sector. Further, the 20% who do are not the 
same from year-to-year and cannot be predicted 
with any accuracy. 
     Warning: all index funds are not alike.  The pop-

ularity of these funds has given rise to literally 

thousands of them, some focused on very narrow 

segments of the market that offer high risks and the 

potential for high returns. Large size and broad, 

well known, indexes such as the Russell 2000 or the 

STOXX 600 (an international index) offer proven 

performance data for comparison. 
 

Jeff Randall 

The Collaboration Choices Committee 
[A combined group representing all four commu-

nities Choices committees]  

announces a new three-part series 
 

Navigating the Medical Maze: 
Building Blocks for More Informed  

Decision Making 
 

 

     Everywhere we look today, we are being told 
to be more active in managing our own health and 
in deciding what treatments to have or not have. 
But we all know that’s easier said than done. 
Some of us are overwhelmed by the number and 
complexity of choices we may have to make. Most 
feel intimidated by the lack of good, easy-to-
understand information. Patients are bombarded 
with ads, changing guidelines, and anecdotal in-
formation from family and friends. Most of all, 
everyone is challenged by escalating time pres-
sures placed on doctors and therefore on their pa-
tients. It’s easy to feel lost when navigating this 
medical maze. Unfortunately, there’s no easy way 
through and out of the maze. We all carry differ-
ent values, information and challenges into this 
environment. One size does not and cannot fit all. 
Some decisions are easier than others. Some doc-
tors are better communicators than others and 
some medical conditions lend themselves to pa-
tient support.  
     All that said, we do think there are useful tools 
and paradigms to help us. We’re calling those the 
building blocks for more informed decision mak-
ing. They function as the basis for effective com-
munication between patients and their doctors. 
The basic building blocks fall into three categories 
and will be discussed in a series of three, discus-
sion-based sessions: 

 
Thurs. Apr. 5  
Know Yourself 
Understanding patients’ medical mindsets 
Thurs. May 3            
Know Your Doctor 
The medical interview: doctors’ thinking patterns 
& challenges to diagnosis 
Thurs. May 31   
Know How to Access and Assess Medical Data                                               
Understanding medical risk: finding sources of 
information and guidance 

 

     All three sessions to be held in the William 
Penn Room at Crosslands: 10:00 am to 11:15 am.   
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     A special exhibit at the Delaware art museum, has a ‘local’ connection, as John Ruskin lived on an estate 
near Coniston, England. Cartmel’s sister community, Coniston, was named after this village in the lake dis-
trict. 

Wynne Milner 
 

Eye on Nature: Andrew Wyeth and John Ruskin 
 

March 10, 2018 - May 27, 2018 
 
     Born almost exactly 100 years apart, the 
American painter, Andrew Wyeth (1917–2009) 
and the British critic and amateur artist, John 
Ruskin (1819–1900) shared a life-long obsession 
for the close observation and finely rendered im-
agery of the world around them. This exhibition 
places the work of Andrew Wyeth and John Rus-
kin together for the first time, examining their 
varying approaches to interpreting the natural 
world. 
     Andrew Wyeth was the youngest in a family 
of five children, the son of renowned illustrator, 
N.C. Wyeth, who recognized his talent and en-

couraged him to develop his skill. John Ruskin, 
the only child in a rising middle-class family, 
was encouraged to make drawings from nature. 

As a respected art critic, he became the spokesperson for art of the modern era in Britain and the champion 
of the artists of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. 

 
Die Zauberflöte—Mozart 

(The Magic Flute) 
 

Saturday, April 7, 2018 at 7:30 pm 
Madeline Wing Adler Theatre—Performing Arts Center, West Chester University 

 
     Opera production directed by Emily Bullock  (To register, contact Dorothy Dyck) 
 

 

Tuesday Concerts in the William Penn Room at 7:30 pm 
 

April 10th   The Newstead Trio: piano, violin and cello 
April 24th   The Florian Trio: violin, guitar and cello 
 

Johanne Strahan 

“View at Coniston Water” 

by John Ruskin 
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Cartmel Coming Events 
 

Tues   Apr  3      Party Bridge 
      Mah Jongg 
Wed   Apr   4      Cartmel Book Group 
Sat      Apr   7     Cartmel Singles Breakfast 
Tues  Apr 10     Party Bridge 
      Mah Jongg 
Fri      Apr  14     No Frills—Brown 
Tues   Apr  17     Party Bridge 
      Mah Jongg 
Thurs  Apr 19     Exec Comm/Comm Chairs 
Mon    Apr 23     Shakespeare’s Birthday 
       CRA Meeting 
Tues  Apr 24    Party Bridge 
       Mah Jongg 
Thurs Apr 26      Men’s Coffee Group 
Fri      Apr 27    No Frills—Conary 
 
 

Regularly Scheduled Activities: 
 

No Frills Get-Togethers - Usually second and 
fourth Fridays at 5:00 - 6:30 pm. 
Daytime Party Bridge - Tuesday at 1:30 pm. in 
the Wm Penn Lounge. Advance reservations. 
The Cartmel Book Group meets every first 
Wednesday at 2:30 pm in the Lucretia Mott Center 
at Crosslands.  No reservations required. Apr 4th 
selection:  Jhumpla Lahiri's In Other Words.  
Cartmel Singles Breakfast gathers every first Sat-
urday at 8:15 am, Crosslands Café.  Just come. 
Cartmel American Standard Mah Jongg meets 

every Tuesday at 2:30 pm. Will teach new players. 
Contact - Ellen Strober.  
Men’s Coffee - Usually fourth Thursday at 8:30 
am. Contact Ferd Thun. 

 

Property Committee 
 
      I’ve found some interesting web sites for those of 
you who ask, “Where do I stand in electrical usage?”  
     Some of that will be answered by our recent electri-
cal survey, but I’ve located some interesting PECO 
sites.  PECO gives you monthly usage (similar to 
what’s on your monthly bill), daily usage for a month, 
and hourly usage for a day. They also have plots of 
your usage against the lowest and highest comparable 
customer in your area.  These are all on line at 
PECO.COM 
     You need to go to www.peco.com and register.  
Use your email address and make up a password.  
Then go to My Account then My Bill Usage. Follow 
on to My Usage, then View My Usage.  You will get a 
choice of Energy Costs/Energy Use/Neighbors.   
These all show interesting graphs of your personal 
electrical usage.  
     Good Hunting!  
     KCC is moving forward with projects for the sum-
mer.  All residences will be painted on the outside.  
This will include repairing woodpecker damage.  The 
other major project will be replacement of outdoor 
lighting fixtures. They are about 20 years old and are 
showing some rust.  Others have been replaced and do 
not match the basic fixtures. This should include all 
post fixtures and front door/garage door residence fix-
tures.  Additional post fixtures and mall lighting will 
be included if budget allows.  
 

Sam Wharry 

 Happy Birthday 
 

    Louise Loening Apr 10 
              Sam Wharry Apr 16 
       Jean McClelland Apr 17 
                Tony Wahl Apr 20 
                Bob Sutton  Apr 25 
                Pete Kroon   Apr 27 
                Bill Hauser Apr 28 

First Daffodil at 
Old Stone 

 
     Snow was still on 
the ground from the 
fourth Nor’easter of  
March — however, 
this brave beauty is 
in her spring glory. 
Go, girl! 
 
(Text and photo by 

Sandy Neufeld) 

http://www.peco.com

